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Abstract 
This paper attempts to expand the design space of 
designing for autonomy by exploring how our design 
processes may support, or harm, the autonomy of our 
participants and, ultimately, impact their wellbeing. In 
contrast to previous research that examines how 
autonomy can be supported through a designed 
technological artifact, this argumentation presents the 
case for supporting the autonomy of our participants 
during the design process through the creation of 
sensitive design methods, through discussion of the 
author’s existing PhD work. While this work is currently 
exploratory in nature, it is indicative of how our design 
practices may influence autonomy. Consequently, 
testing this relationship is suggested to be an important 
element of the research agenda within this challenging 
area.  
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Introduction 
Self-determination theory (SDT) suggests that 
autonomy is an important component of human 
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wellbeing [10]. If a person has control over her life, she 
is likely to experience vitality, psychological growth, 
and wellbeing [10]. In this sense, supporting autonomy 
is crucial to healthy human wellbeing and psychological 
development. 

Designing for autonomy has recently become an 
important consideration for human computer 
interaction (HCI) research. In such work, there are a 
variety of understandings of autonomy. It can refer to 
providing freedom and control within a software 
environment, supporting people to attain greater 
autonomy in their daily life through technology, 
providing users with the autonomy to shape their own 
personal technologies depending on their needs, and 
how to support autonomy in terms of healthy human 
development through digital technologies [2]. 
Generally, these areas generally focus on how 
autonomy can be facilitated through the designed 
technology artifacts.  

This paper argues for consideration of how our design 
processes, as we develop such technologies, may 
facilitate autonomy in our participants. This follows 
recent calls for consideration of the effect of traditional 
user-centered and participatory design practices on the 
participants in this work [5] This discussion occurs 
within the context of current research I am engaged in 
as part of my PhD work, examining how making 
practices, as they commonly occur in user-centered and 
participatory design, may be impacting the wellbeing of 
our participants. It is argued that such making 
practices may be ideally suited to supporting autonomy 
through the design process.  

Related Research 
Autonomy has become an important site for design 
within HCI. While four spheres have been identified 
within this area [2], these focus on how autonomy can 
be supported through digital technolgoies. The first 
sphere refers to designing for autonomy within a 
software environment by providing freedom and control 
[6]. For example, Ford and colleagues [4] explore the 
design of game to support learning that involves whole-
body interaction. They developed Stomp, a suite of 
learning applications projected on to a floor, that 
responds to the natural movements of the user, 
reducing the need for the interaction to be guided by an 
expert other. This enabled the children to easily 
understand the interface with no need for instruction.  

The second sphere addresses technologies that provide 
people with greater autonomy in their daily life [3]. 
Studies within this sphere seek to understand how 
technology can provide more control to users. Toscos 
and colleagues [11] addressed the negative affect 
caused when using a glucometer with children who 
have type 1 diabetes and their parents. The use of such 
technologies enables the children to have greater 
control over their treatment and medication. However, 
continued use of health monitoring devices, and 
consequently greater autonomy, relies on the emotional 
response of the user [11]. Sensitively negating the 
effects of negative emotional response provides an 
important element of increasing autonomy through 
technology. 

The third sphere relates to design autonomy and 
addresses how users ought to be empowered to shape 
the design of their personal technologies depending on 
their need [9]. This argues that users should be 



  

enabled and supported to design their own 
technologies, depending on their own needs. Much like 
Bannon [1], this is a more human-centered position 
where we empower people through technologies that 
are designed for change, reuse or customization, such 
as toolkits, rather than create technologies that 
highlight their frailty. 

Finally, the fourth sphere questions how technologies 
can be designed to foster autonomy as a feature of 
healthy development and human flourishing [2]. 
Personal informatics are technologies which support 
people to collect personal information with the aim of 
increasing self-knowledge [7]. These systems may 
ultimately enable people to develop autonomy on a 
psychological level by reducing reliance on external 
actors and enabling the individual to choose correct 
paths of action.  

Supporting Autonomy through Making in the 
Design Process 
Through my PhD research, I have begun to question 
how making practices, as they traditionally occur within 
user-centered and participatory design methods, may 
impact our participants. Building upon recent interest in 
HCI in understanding the impact of these processes on 
those who take part [5], this paper argues for an 
additional sphere that explores how autonomy can be 
supported through our design practices themselves 
rather than through the designed technologies.  

As part of my PhD work, I conducted a deployment of 
an existing play therapy tool in a children’s hospital [for 
more information on Magic Land, see [8]]. Magic Land 
is a digital technology that facilitates story making and 
telling. Magic Land was deployed in a children’s hospital 

for 12 weeks, with members of the research team 
making weekly visits. These involved observing story 
making sessions between the play specialist and some 
of the children on the ward using Magic Land, as well as 
other existing making activities. Magic Land comprises 
four applications on a touchscreen display, which have 
been previously described and analyzed [8].  

Autonomy occurs throughout these story-making 
sessions between children and the play specialist, 
particularly due to the play specialist’s discomfort with 
technology. For example, Sarah, a 9-year-old girl who 
had to stay in the hospital for a few days, engaged in a 
story making session with the play specialist. 
Throughout this session, Sarah was in control of the 
session. When the session started, the play specialist 
remained silent and Sarah chose to open the Water 
application, which allows children to play with a virtual 
fish tank. Sarah determined where this story creation 
went, telling a story about her brother and how he is 
afraid of thunder and lightning and adding some to the 
fish tank, to the play specialist, Sarah’s mother, and 
the researcher. Similarly, Emily also maintained control 
during her play session on Magic Land. She chose to 
use Rosebush, an application that allowed her to create 
characters and stories on a virtual artboard. Emily 
created a story involving three friends, two chickens 
and a bear, going on a trip together to a shopping 
centre. Once more, the play specialist remained silent, 
allowing Emily to control the story and make it as 
imaginative as she wished, while both the researcher 
and her mother listened attentively.   

These instances of autonomy, while limited, represent a 
significant improvement in the life of hospitalized 
children. The hospital is necessarily a highly 



  

constrained environment, where the children little 
control over what they do and have to abide by the 
rules of others. The making processes involved in our 
research – in this case, our need to understand 
children’s use of Magic Land to make stories – provided 
a sense of autonomy to the children. The children were 
able to decide what they wanted to do with no influence 
from adults, something which does not normally occur 
in the hospital. They also had adults listening to 
whatever they chose to tell. These were both new 
experiences within the context of the hospital and may 
have enabled the children to experience greater levels 
of autonomy.   

Future Research 
This paper is indicative of how autonomy might be 
supported throughout the design process rather than 
through the designed technology solely. However, it 
does not seek to test or validate any such effect. Future 
research should attempt to test how our design 
processes impact wellbeing. 

Conclusion 
Designing for autonomy provides a challenging but, 
ultimately, exciting avenue of research for interaction 
design. This paper argues for an exploration of how our 
design practices may be impacting the autonomy of our 
participants, calls for future research to test this, and 
suggests that creating sensitive design methods that 
can benefit our participants during the process remains 
a pertinent challenge to this area. I eagerly anticipate 
engaging in fruitful conversation with other like-minded 
researchers to explore the boundless potential of 
designing for autonomy.  
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